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Abstract 

 

There is a requirement of algorithm when records are composed on both the sides then there is frequently ink leeks through the sheet of  paper. This 

is a typical problem with older records and when quality of  paper is low. We need a technique to minimize the increasing presence of bleed-through 

of ink on the paper. In this paper  we will see that two techniques are proposed for handling and removing ink–bleeding. The primary strategy is 

established on Blind Segmentation Approach which utilizes data from only single side of the doc and another technique depends on the examination 

of data on the paper from the two sides of the examined record and established on an enlistment procedure which targets taking a shot at both the 

verso as well as  rectro sides all the while. The two principles are then being contrasted & there is a comparison with Otsu's strategy which will 

perform upgrade through the process of “thresholding”. Digital reports/documents ordinarily experiences numerous disintegration. These 

deteriorations can either happen while we scan or in light of physically originated condition. “Ink-draining” can be a physical deterioration that can 

happen because of ink's leaking from single sides of a page to the opposite sides of the pages. Subsequently a few patterns emerged with the main 

content. Along these lines falls apart the neatness of the document, in a noteworthy way. The seriousness and attributes of ink-seep through relies on 

the accompanying components: (1) Ink's composition (chemical), (2) chemical and physical composition of  paper, (3) Quantity of ink used and the 

thickness of paper (both spatial shifting), (4) Age of Document (5The humidity content in atmosphere where the documents are kept. One of the 

methodology that is utilized to decrease ink-drain is the physical restoration approach in which the record is set in a synthetic washing that expels 

“ink” from it. Constraints of this methodology are (1) it requires around 4 weeks to address a single bind volume, and requires all pages to be 

unbinded, washedup and dried, and afterwards again binding the documents. (2)  Include danger of harm to the source material  (3) Potentially 

removing daintily composed forefront ink.   (4) Environmental  risks from harsh solvents. Undoubtedly, an advanced digital approach that works on 

pictures of the records is wanted as another option. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The strategies aimed to diminish the disturbances depend on segmentation classification (based of a single-side scan) or 

thresholding. These methods are incapable to expel ink seep through low contrast record pictures. It is likewise found to bring 

about losing information in many cases. The ink-drain isn't appropriate for standard “thresholding", which isolates closer view 

from ink-drain. This methodology is performed at a solitary RGB picture whose color space is first diminished to its initial two 

PCA parts. A short time later Ink-drain is then expelled by stepwise grouping and thresholding dependent on the PCA highlights 

where the primary emphasis breaks down the picture into back-ground and  nonbackground areas, and consequent emphasess 

deteriorate the non-background district into forefront and ink-drain. Stepwise_thresholding and source partition techniques 

generates great outcomes when the ink-drain have plainly discernable  RGB colors or graylevel values. These systems lags in the 

cases in which the  ink-drain and forefront have comparable intensities. The stepwise thresholding procedure assumes  that the 

ink-drain grayscale intensity on single page is constantly lighter than the forefront in agreement, which is a regularly invalid 

presumption which portray a technique dependent on the assumption that high recurrence parts of the verso side are cut off in the 

draining procedure.  

 

Their reclamation procedure utilizes a multiplescale examination and edge_magnitude thresholding. There is an utilized 

MRF structure with two hidden fields and one perception/observation field to isolate the forefront and ink-seep from either RGB 

or grayscale pictures. This methodology utilized Gaussian capacities to display the coloring circulations of forefront, ink-drain, 

and foundation. In any case, we have discovered that a Gaussian dispersion doesn't work for complexed situations. The 

information term of their MRF was characterized dependent on the grouping outcomes  from greyscale highlights, bringing about 

the dull ink-drain pixel wrongly named background. Work in [1-3] aimed to lessen ink-drain by means of just a solitary picture 

which gives restricted data. 

 

1.1 Blind Segmentation: This deals with those techniques that aims at cleaning the head side of a record without modifying or 

refer to the reversed side. Majority of these methods are used to treat the bleed through disturbance as a kind of background artifacts 

,noise and removes those using spm technique. 

 

 

1.2 Image Processing: Whenever  the images are processed  to the most vital-senses for human’s processing.  A human's sense 

utilizes the visual framework to see or procure visual data, see, I .e. process and get it and afterwards find inductions from the apparent 

data. Images Processing manages automated procedure to gather and to prepare visual data. The process of getting and breaking down 

visual data by an advanced PC is called digital-image-processing.  

A picture might be portrayed as a two-dimensional-function I.                                                            

 

I = f(x,y) 

 

where 'y' and 'x' are spatial-coordinates. Amplitude of ‘f’ at any combination of coordinates (x, y) is known as the gray value 

of the image or intensity I of the picture. At the point when spatial-coordinates and amplitude values are for the most part discrete & 

limited quantities, the picture is known as digital image. 

 

Digital-Image processing is generally classified into various sub-categories based on functions whose:  

 

 Output and input are in form of images 

 Inputs might be images and outputs could be attributes processed from those input images. 

 

Based on the above two classes, following is the list of differently classified image processing-functions: 

 

 Acquisition 

 Enhancement 

 Restoration 

 Colour Image-Processing 

 Multi resolution Processing 

 Image Compression 

 Morphological Processing 
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 Segmentation 

 Description  &  Representation 

 Object-Recognition 

 

Inputs and outputs are images for the first seven categories whereas the outputs are attributes of the  i/p images for the 

other three. Majority of  image processing functions are executed in programming. Picture processing is described by specific 

arrangements which means the strategy that functions admirably in a territory could be highly  insufficient in different one. The 

genuine answer of a particular problem still requires critical development and a lot of research work. From the given ten sub-

classifications of digital-image processing, recorded above, work to be done is in accordance with image enhancement. Here, 

different improvement strategies are utilized and different inputs are reestablished utilizing these techniques. 

 

The two broad categories of Image enhancement techniques are as follows : 

 

1. Spatial domain methods, which operate directly on pixels 

2. Frequency domain methods, which operate on the Fourier transform of an image. 

 

The target of digital image-processing is to perceive graphic content and textual contents in the images of documents, 

and to extricate the expected data as a human. Two classifications of digitally processing  images is characterized as follows : 

 

1.3 Textual Processing refers to the textual aspects of an image of documents. All the textual data is kept into textual processing. 

Some of the tasks  are as follows : determining any rotation or at some angle at which the documents might have been read and stored 

into the digital form, finding paragraphs, columns, texts lines, and word, and finally identifying  the text and  generally  the features 

such as font, color and size etc. by optical character recognition (OCR). 

1.4 Graphics processing works with the components such as symbols and  non-textual lines that  creates  logos, diagrams, charts 

, line diagrams, group of straight lines int between the various sections of texts, etc.  The third major component of documents are 

pictures. Digital analysis frameworks will turn out to be progressively evidently present in the way of everyday  records frameworks. 

For example, OCR frameworks will be all the more broadly used for storing, searching, and passage from papered records. Page-

design analysis methods will perceive a specific structure or form and permit its copying. Diagrams, graphs and charts will be added 

from photos or either by hands, and  logically altered. Pen-based PCs will make an interpretation of hand-written sections into 

electronic records. 

Files of paper records in libraries and organizations will be electronically changed over for productive stockpiling and 

moment conveyance to a home or office PC. In spite of the fact that it will be progressively the situation that reports are delivered on a 

PC, the way that there are a lot of various protocols, systems, frameworks and conventions, and furthermore the way that paper is an 

entirely agreeable vehicle for us to manage, guarantees that paper records will be with us somewhat for a long time to come. The 

distinction will be based on the fact that they will at long last be coordinated into our automated world. 

 

       1.5 Data Capture: Information in a document archive are normally caught by optical filtering and stored away in a record of 

picture components, considered pixels that were sampled in form of grids structures all throughout the report. These pixels might have 

values in form : OFF (0) or ON (1) for binary pictures, 0–255 for grey-scale pictures, and 3 channels of 0–255 color values for colored 

images.  At a common sampling resolution of 120 pixels for each centimeter, a 20 X 30 cm page would yield a picture of 2400 X 3600 

pixels. At the point when the record is on an alternate medium, for example, fabric, palm leaves or microfilm, photographic strategies 

are frequently used to store pictures. Regardless, it is imperative that the picture of the archive contains just raw information that must 

be additionally analyzed to gather the data.  

For instance Book eye 3 scanner (Figure 1.1) consists of the following features: 

 High-resolution CCD image sensors 

 Integrated-motor-driven book cradle with 100 mm range 

 Lamps: White LED- LUXEON (light-strip => approx. 5000 Lux) 

 Resolution – (Genuine 400 dpi on A1)  

 Color depth - 24 bit external  / 36 bit internal 

 Interface -  1000 MB TCP/IP, Scan2Net 

 Software: BCS-2                                                                                    

 Format: A1 6350 x 9000 mm 
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Figure 1.1: The Book eye 3 Scanner 

 

       1.6 Ink-bleed through Paper:  Residing inside the various libraries around the world is a huge assortment of uncommon books, 

ancient handwritten texts and scripts (these could be scientific and mythological sacred texts that are gathered through time using 

various measures and by a lot of difficulty). The data contained in these aggregate works was frequently inaccessible to a great many 

people because of the high cost of time and cash required to go to the areas in which premium records were put away. With the 

ongoing coming of the Internet, or all the more explicitly, the development in PC and media communications innovation, it is 

currently conceivable to make online computerized libraries empowering the vast majority around the globe to possibly get to any 

document at anyplace and by anyone. 

 

These digital copies of documents in digitally created libraries has benefits: 

 

 Storing crucial texts throughout time 

 Regeneration 

 Dissemination 

 Retrieval 

 Inspection / Examination 

 

Now, to form a digital library of documents, the initial thing to do is to generate the digital copies of the documents  through scanning  

because scanning is the most convenient and widely used method for transforming text to digital form.. the electronic copies (scanned) 

generally consists of various degradations either due to some error in scanning process or  due to the physical condition of the 

document.  

 

This research paper focuses on the physically degraded portions  in documents which is “Ink-bleed through”. The physical 

degradation we are talking about here  is due to ink’s seeping through the pages of documents after long periods of  storage. The result 

is that characters from the reverse side appear as noise on the front-side. Indeed, the content of the original side is combined with the 

content of the reverse side (Fig 1.2). This can deteriorate the legibility of the document if the interference acts in a significant way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Examples of ink-bleed through. 
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The severity and characteristics of ink-bleed is related to a variety of factors including the ink’s chemical composition, the  physical 

condition  and chemical construction, the amount of ink applied and the thickness of paper (both varying spatially), the document’s 

age, and the amount of humidity in the environment housing the documents. 

 

The current approach used by the archives to reduce ink-bleed is to place the document in a chemical wash that indiscriminately 

removes ink from the document. This physical restoration takes an entire month to correct a single bound volume, requiring all pages 

to be unbound, washed and dried, and then rebound. Further drawbacks include risk of damage to the source material due to handling, 

potential removal of lightly written foreground ink and environmental hazards from harsh solvents. 

The obvious drawback of ink-bleed is the reduction in the document’s legibility. The motivations behind our works  is aimed at  

providing a practically approachable process  to handle and  minimize ink-seep through  interferences  in the images of  records i.e. 

the digital copies  in order to improvise the neatness and readability. 

 

       1.7 Quantitative Measures:  Ink-seep through removing of an archive picture is completed to upgrade its meaningfulness and to 

get a perfect picture by utilizing any of ink-seep through expulsion draws near with the goal that these pictures can be additionally 

utilized for reading or for OCR. It helps in performing division in OCR as it is principally utilized for pre-handling of a picture. The 

nature of ink-seep through expulsion calculation is estimated by utilizing the following quantitative measures: 

1.7.1. Precision_: It measures to what extent  the process can  eradicate the intervening strokes. This is calculated as: 

        
 detected  wordsno.of Total

detectedcorrectly   wordsNo.of
Pr ecision             (1) 

1.7.2. Recall_: This refers to the system’s performance while restoring the frontpage to its inital state. It is calculated as:                   

        
document in the  wordsno.of Total

detectedcorrectly   wordsNo.of
Re call         (2)  

1.7. 3. F-Measure_: This measures the component which is a combination of the above two attributes namely recall & precision, it is 

the harmonically calculated  mean of recall & precision ,  F-measure is calculated as : 

 

                  
precisionrecall

precisionrecall
F




*
*2                            (3)  

 

This is also called the F1 measure, because precision &recall are weighted equally. It is a special case of the general _form  

Fβ measure (for non-negative real values of β): 

 

              𝐹𝛽 = (1 + 𝛽2)
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛∗𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝛽2∗𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
                   (4) 

 

 

 

 

2. Conclusions And Future Work 

In this proposed work we have defined a SVM based morphological approach to detect and remove the ink bleed from the older 

documents. The work is divided in some sub stages that includes extraction of text area, pre-processing on it, implementation of SVM 

based morphological operators and analysis work. The work is tested in different aspect on older manuscripts as well as on hand 

written documents. We test it also for resolving the background impression problem. The work is tested on about 10 different kinds of 

images on different type and all showed the favourable results. 

2.1 Future Scope 

The proposed work is about to remove the ink bleed from the hand written records or from the older manuscript.  In this proposed 

work we are basically dealing with the black and white document. The present work is performed on gray-scale images. The work can 
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be extended in such way that it can be performed on different colour images or the multiple colour documents. The work can also be 

extended to enhance the work respective to the font and font effects such as the shadow of font will be included in the ink bleed.  

  2.2 Applications of Work 

In this present work we have defined a SVM based morphological approach to detect and remove the ink bleed from older 

manuscripts as well as hand written documents. The work having the different usage or the applications: 
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